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Plaza Hotel releases personalized take
on classic board game
July 24, 2014

Fairmont's  The Plaza in New York

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

The Fairmont-managed Plaza Hotel in New York is debuting Plaza-opoly, a twist on
Hasbro's Monopoly, that will allow guests to remotely interact with the hotel.

The board game takes a Monopoly style approach with a Plaza and New York spin by
featuring different rooms, bars and restaurants at the Plaza and attractions in New York.
The game will be sold in the Plaza Boutique located within the hotel and will create an
awareness of the store and the hotel’s history.

Do not pass check-in
Game pieces will include Plaza-themed markers like Eloise’s dog and turtle, a
Champagne glass, a luxury car and a big apple.

The board itself features suites, landmarks and events at the hotel. Each real estate option,
like the original Monopoly, will feature the option to rent multiple condos. For example,
The Royal Terrace Suite, a two-bedroom suite located on floors 20 and 21 at the Plaza, will
be available for game players to rent for $35, or with up to four condos for $1,300.

Other real estate options include The Royal Plaza Suite, the hotel’s three-bedroom suite,
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movies filmed at the hotel, murals on the wall, and the restaurants and bars within the
property.

Plaza-opoly board

‘Go’ will be the hotel check-in and ‘Jail’ has become the hotel security. The ‘chance’
squares are Now and Then spaces that provide a short history of where the player is
going.

Players also get to order room service or go on a carriage ride in Central Park.

The game will be sold at the Plaza Boutique and starts at $60.

Other brands have created digital games to engage consumers.

For example, French leather goods and ready-to-wear brand Louis Vuitton took the
conventional gift guide a step further by creating an interactive game to help users find
gifts for their loved ones.

“The Goose’s Game” was a digital board game that propels users across a calendar to
view gift suggestions. By adding an interactive feature to the gift idea spread, Louis
Vuitton was able to increase its customer engagement and reach entry-level consumers
(see story).
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